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Abstract: The research aims at the measurement of the service quality at branches of the Egyptian federation
for tennis table through applying the gap criteria and finding out the gap between the administration
perceptions to customer expectations for the excellent service and the administration perceptions of the actual
performance, the gob between the customer expectations for the excellent service as well  as their  perceptions
of the presented services and at the end reaching to suggested model for the braches  of the Egyptian
federation for tennis table in the light of the gap criteria. The research sample included the members of the
branch boards, the administrators and the members of the technical committees (80 members). The sample also
included the beneficiaries like the referees, the players and the coaches (170). The gap criterion was used in the
instruments of collecting the data and the interviews. The most important results was the existence of negative
gaps, the difference between the customers predictions and their perceptions of the presented services and
reaching to  suggested model for the branches  of the Egyptian federation for tennis table in the light of the
service quality criteria (servqyal).
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INTRODUCTION The service quality in general one of the topics that

The world directs strongly towards the consideration the eighties period till nowadays in spite of the difficulties
of the public service quality as basic right for the all that face the researchers in this regard when they want to
citizens, moreover, the countries became interested in define the service quality [3].
existing  of  certain criteria of  the  quality  that the The most studies made for defining the service
organizations must apply it. Thus, the country economy quality and its dimensions agreed that the service quality
and its competitive position is affected by such these is measuring the degree of the service level which faces
criteria, so these criteria is considered as one of the means the customer predictions and the quality percepts the
of measuring service quality for the services presented in service is the difference between the customer predictions
the organizations [1]. The private or public organizations of the dimensions of the service excellence and the actual
are divided into service and productive organizations. The performance.
modern administration depends on the service produced Many   researchers   agreed   on   the   gap  model
by the service organizations, whereas the productive and  used  I t  (servqual)  for  measuring  the  service
organizations depend on the goods quality as for its quality  paving  the  way  for  finding  out  the  strength
characteristics and the criteria of evaluating it. and weakness  points;  hence,  they  will  be  able to

The goods are materials used for meeting the needs define  the  proper  techniques   for   enhancing  the
of certain things, whereas the service is a performance or service  quality  and  upgrading  it  to  the  best  degree.
made efforts for meeting the needs of certain thing This  measurement  is  called the gap model indicting to
according to the different desires such as the education, the gap between the customer predictions of the excellent
culture, land sea or air transporting, communications, service and their perceptions for the service actual
electricity and other similar services [2]. performance [4]. 

seized the interesting of the administrative thought since
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The sports federations and its branches are Finding out the gap between the customers’
considered as sports service institutions because of the
services they present for the community such as
preparing the players, spreading the game and increasing
its level,managing its affairs in the technical, financial and
organizational sides, organizing the training courses for
(coaches,administrators and the referees ), defining the
coach standers and preparing them, preparing the teams
that represent the republic in the Olympic and
international championships and organizing the different
studies and researches.

Through the she researcher's work in the refereeing
field at the Egyptian federation for tennis table and her
direct contact with the customers such as the players,
referees and coaches in this field and also through the her
applying to the different researches on the  Egyptian
federation for tennis table and its different branches, she
noted the existence of some variations that obstruct the
applying of the quality perceptions that affect on the
administrative behavior at the branches Egyptian
federation for tennis table such as the economic changes,
the shortage of the financial,social and cultural
potentialities and other factors that affect on the
customers contentment towards the services the receive
from the federation. In spite of the multiplicity of the
branches at the republic level, there are many branches
that have no remarkable activity along the year. Since
these branches organize few training and refereeing
courses as well as organizing few championships, there is
fewness of the players and their discontentment with the
services presented by the Egyptian federation for tennis
table.

For evaluating the contentment of the customers
with the service quality in scientific way that helps on
recognizing the success of the branches of the Egyptian
federation for tennis table in achieving the quality and
acting for developing the techniques of the  used quality.
This development aims to achieve the total goals of the
federation. Hence, we find there is dire need for applying
the gap technique for measuring the service quality at the
branches of the Egyptian federation for tennis table.

The research aims to measure the quality presented
by the Egyptian federation for tennis table with applying
the gap technique through the following:

Finding out the gap between the administration
perceptions to the customer predictions and its
perception to the special characteristics of the
service presented by the Egyptian federation for
tennis table.

predictions to the excellent service presented by the
branches of Egyptian federation for tennis table and
between their perceptions to the actual level of the
service presented at the federation.
Drawing suggested model for the administration of
Egyptian federation for tennis table in the light of the
service quality criterion (servqual).

The Research Questions:

Is there difference or indifference between the
administration perceptions to the customers
predictions and between its perceptions to the
characteristics of the actual service presented at the
branches of the Egyptian federation for tennis table?
Is there difference or indifference between the
customers predictions to the excellent service
presented by the branches of Egyptian federation for
tennis table and between their perceptions to the
actual level of the service presented at the
federation?
Is it possible to put suggested model for the
administration of Egyptian federation for tennis table
in the light of the service quality criterion?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The researcher used the descriptive methodology
because it is proper to the research steps.

The research community consists of the branches
following the Egyptian federation for tennis table whose
number is 25 branches, 10 branches were selected
according to the geographical distribution through which
it includes the research community:

The Customers of the Presented Service: the players,
coaches, referees and the administrators (170).

The Services Presenters: The board members and the
administrators at the branches of the Egyptian federation
for tennis table (80). 

Data Collecting Instruments: The researcher used the
gap measurement (servqual) (Attachment1, 2) for
measuring the service quality to limit the strength and
weakness points in the institution, hence, define the
proper techniques for enhancing it. The measurement was
formed in four forms:
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The customers’ predictions to the service level. The researcher accepted 70% as acceptance rate of
The customers’ perceptions to the actual the dimensions and the gaps, so all dimensions was
performance of the presented service. accepted since they about 70:90%. Two gaps were
The administration perceptions to the customer accepted and measured in the research and three gaps
predictions of the service level. were removed since their percentage rate is about 20:90%.
The administration perceptions to the service The researcher formed the questionnaire phrases and be
characteristics. exhibited on the experts, the phrases number reached

The Questionnaire Dimensions Are Defined Through:

Reading the previous studies and references [1,9-12] The Truth: The arbitrators truth was calculated and the
for defining the dimensions of the quality researcher accepted 70% of the arbitrators rate, the
measurement(servlqual). number (21) was deleted and the words become (50) un

The Exhibition on the Experts: coordination, whereas the rate of the internal coordination

The  measurement  dimensions  are  exhibited  on set value that dicats to the form truth.The firmness:
of experts (ten experts) in the field of the The researcher calculated the firmness factor through
administration  and  sports  administration  for the test and retest and she found that there are statistical
knowing the dimensions concern with the gap differences between the first and second application
measurement and deleting or modifying what is whose rate is about (.716.994) which is smaller than its
proper to the research. table value that indicates to the form Firmness.
The gaps number and its interpretation was exhibited
for knowing the most effective gaps on the Egyptian Statistical Treatments: The percentage was used, tests,
federation for tennis table and deleting or modifying the correlation factor, the averages differences, the criteria
what is proper to the research. divergent and the mathematical average

71phrase in its primary form..

The Measurement Scientific Deals 

the questions, the truth of the measurement internal

reached about (.898.950) which s bigger than its lable

Attachment 1: The gap measure for the managers in the Egyptian federation branches for tennis table
Predictions / perceptions
Faculty of physical education 
Department of sports administration and recreation
Applying the gap technique in measuring the service quality in the Egyptian federation branches for tennis table (the
special measure for the service customers)
The honorable professor,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

Greetings: This questionnaire is a part of a scientific study that aims at evaluating the service quality in the Egyptian
federation branches for tennis table through knowing the most important features of Excellency that you wish the offered
service in the federation branches to be according to your view, also knowing your personal view about the extent of
the existence of the quality elements in the service which you get from the federation branches. So the researcher hopes
that you would fill in this form and carefully identify your suitable situation before every phrase and we will evaluate
completely your views noting that all the data will be secrete and will not used for any purpose other than the scientific
research.

The researcher has nothing to do except to thank you for your positive contribution in giving your opinion that
will enlighten the path of the research to reach its target.
Allah is he who guide to success
The personal data 
 The branch:  kind of service:
The name (optional): the job:
The scientific qualification: 
The gender:  male / female 
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The researcher
Abdel Maboud, M.A 
A lecturer in the department of sports administration and recreation
College of physical education
Assuit University- Egypt 

The administration prediction to the customer predictions 
Agree to Do not

N The phrase Agree some extent agree
The first axis: the financial and tangible sides

1 That the internal and external aspect of the branch are characterized attraction
2 that the federation branch is characterized with modernity and

technological tools, instruments and equipments
3 that the appearance of the workers is good in

the Egyptian federation branch for tennis table
4 that  the suitable qualified efficiencies  are existent
5 that there are places for rest that are sufficient for  the frequent persons and the parents
6 that there are enough and clean rooms that have good ventilation for waiting the customers
7 that  there are enough path rooms for the customers which are clean and have good ventilation 
8 that the location of the federation branch is close to the housing area
9 that there is a special library for the activity in the branch
10 that the continuous improvement and development for promoting the service
11 that there are lightening units that suits the evening work in the branch
12 that there are places for the deposits and personal items
13 that there are special places for the waiting cars of the customers
14 that there is a medical unit equipped with oxygen tube and tools of the first aids in the emergencies

The Second Axis: the Confidence and Reliability
15 that there is an administrative qualified body for managing the federation branch
16 that the audience will trust in the workers' skills
17 that the service should be provided in the suitable time to fulfill the needs and

wishes of the different ages and classes of the customers 
Agree to Do not

N The phrase Agree some extent agree
18 that  the administration will fulfill the promises during offering the service for the customer
19 that  the administration is characterized with little mistakes

and provide the service correctly for the first time 
20 that  there are truth and confidence in the workers and managers of the federation branch 
21 that the work is characterized with coordination

and integration among the workers of the federation branch 
22 that there are varied activities 
23 that  there are efficient trainers, teachers, the rescuers and the qualified supervisors
24 that there is a special period for getting acquainted with everything new
25 that there is a special period for discussing the customers' special affairs
26 that there are possibilities foe making championships in the federation branch

The Third Axis: the Response 
27 that the service is characterized with immediate response for the needs of the public by the administration 
28 that the customers are informed with the date providing the service and the modification that may happen
29 that there is readiness for cooperation from the workers and the responsible persons of the service
30 that the inquiry of the customers will be answered quickly
31 that the customers' compliant will be investigated in the federation branch quickly
32 that the service providers will have fast reactions in the emergencies
33 that the continuous improvement and development are done to promote the service in the federation branch

The fourth axis: safety and  reassurance 
34 that there medical conditions in the federation branch
35 that there is a sense of security and safety in practicing the activities and receiving the

service in the environment of the federation branch location
36 that there is credibility in the data of the customers in the federation branch

Agree to Do not
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N The phrase Agree some extent agree
37 that there are signboards for the customers
38 that the federation branch is characterized with safety in using its contents 
39 that the administration is characterized with the good treatment with the customers
40 that there is a good behavior in the service providers
41 that there is security and safety in exchanging the special dues of the customers
42 that there are experience, efficiency and skill in the service providers of the federation branch
43 that there is an ambulance for transferring the injured persons in the emergencies

The Fifth Axis: Sympathy
44 that the customer's interest is on the top of service providers interests 
45 that the customers' needs are estimated 
46 that  the administration will understand the customers' circumstances,

contact him and take interest in him personally
47 that all the customers are treated equally 
48 that the administration is interested with the extent of the time consistency of the customers' service
49 that there are special periods for the special needs 
50 that the administration will be in the side of the customer when there is a problem

The administration prediction to the special characteristics of the service
Agree to Do not

N The phrase Agree some extent agree
The first axis: the financial and tangible sides

1 the internal and external aspect of the branch are characterized attraction
2 the federation branch is characterized with modernity and technological tools, instruments and equipments
3 the appearance of the workers is good in the Egyptian federation branch for tennis table
4  the suitable qualified efficiencies  are existent
5 there are places for rest that are sufficient for  the frequent persons and the parents
6 there are enough and clean rooms that have good ventilation for waiting the customers
7  there are enough path rooms for the customers which are clean and have good ventilation 
8 the location of the federation branch is close to the housing area
9 there is a special library for the activity in the branch
10 the continuous improvement and development for promoting the service
11 there are lightening units that suits the evening work in the branch
12 there are places for the deposits and personal items
13 there are special places for the waiting cars of the customers
14 there is a medical unit equipped with oxygen tube and tools of the first aids in the emergencies

The Second Axis: the Confidence and Reliability
15 there is an administrative qualified body for managing the federation branch
16 the audience will trust in the workers' skills
17 the service should be provided in the suitable time to fulfill the needs

and wishes of the different ages and classes of the customers
18  the administration will fulfill the promises during offering the service for the customer
19  the administration is characterized with little mistakes and provide the service correctly for the first time 
20  there are truth and confidence in the workers and managers of the federation branch 
21 the work is characterized with coordination and integration among the workers of the federation branch 

Agree to Do not
N The phrase Agree some extent agree
22 there are varied activities 
23  there are efficient trainers, teachers, the rescuers and the qualified supervisors
24 there is a special period for getting acquainted with everything new
25 there is a special period for discussing the customers' special affairs
26 there are possibilities foe making championships in the federation branch

The Third Axis: the Response 
27 the service is characterized with immediate response for the needs of the public by the administration
28 the customers are informed with the date providing the service and the modification that may happen
29 there is readiness for cooperation from the workers and the responsible persons of the service
30 the inquiry of the customers will be answered quickly
31 the customers' compliant will be investigated in the federation branch quickly
32 the service providers will have fast reactions in the emergencies
33 the continuous improvement and development are done to promote the service in the federation branch
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The Fourth Axis: Safety and  Reassurance 
34 there medical conditions in the federation branch
35 there is a sense of security and safety in practicing the activities and receiving

the service in the environment of the federation branch location
36 there is credibility in the data of the customers in the federation branch
37 there are signboards for the customers
38 the federation branch is characterized with safety in using its contents 
39 the administration is characterized with the good treatment with the customers
40 there is a good behavior in the service providers
41 there is security and safety in exchanging the special dues of the customers
42 there are experience, efficiency and skill in the service providers of the federation branch

Agree to Do not
N The phrase Agree some extent agree
43 there is an ambulance for transferring the injured persons in the emergencies

The fifth axis: sympathy
44 the customer's interest is on the top of service providers interests 
45 the customers' needs are estimated 
46  the administration will understand the customers' circumstances,

contact him and take interest in him personally
47 all the customers are treated equally 
48 the administration is interested with the extent of the time consistency of the customers' service
49 there are special periods for the special needs 
50 the administration will be in the side of the customer when there is a problem
Many thanks for you 

Attachment 2: The gap measure for the customers in the Egyptian federation branches for tennis table
Predictions / perceptions
Faculty of physical education 
Department of sports administration and recreation
Applying the gap technique in measuring the service quality in the Egyptian federation branches for tennis table (the special measure for the service customers)
The honorable professor,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

Greetings: This questionnaire is a part of a scientific study that aims at evaluating the service quality in the Egyptian federation branches for tennis table
through knowing the most important features of Excellency that you wish the offered service in the federation branches to be according to your view, also
knowing your personal view about the extent of the existence of the quality elements in the service which you get from the federation branches. So the researcher
hopes that you would fill in this form and carefully identify your suitable situation before every phrase and we will evaluate completely your views noting that
all the data will be secrete and will not used for any purpose other than the scientific research.

The researcher has nothing to do except to thank you for your positive contribution in giving your opinion that will enlighten the path of the research
to reach its target.
Allah is he who guide to success
The personal data
The branch: kind of service:
The name (optional): the job:
The scientific qualification: 
The gender:  male / female 

The researcher
Abdel Maboud, M.A 
A lecturer in the department of sports administration and recreation College of physical education Assuit University- Egypt 

The Customer's Prediction for the Features of the Excellency Which Should Be Provided in the Egyptian Federation for Tennis Table
This collection of phrases which explains the features of Excellency and quality for the offered service in the Egyptian federation branches, so, please read every
phrase carefully and according to your experience as a practitioner in one of the offered activities in the federation branches identify in your view the extent in
which the feature explained by the phrase should exist in the offered service from the branches. This is done through putting a tick before every phrase

Agree to Do not
N The phrase Agree some extent agree

The first axis: the financial and tangible sides
1 I predict that the internal and external aspect of the branch are characterized attraction
2 I predict that the federation branch is characterized with modernity

and technological tools, instruments and equipments
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3 I predict that the appearance of the workers is good in the Egyptian federation branch for tennis table
4 I predict that  the suitable qualified efficiencies  are existent
5 I predict that there are places for rest that are sufficient for  the frequent persons and the parents
6 I predict that there are enough and clean rooms that have good ventilation for waiting the customers
7 I predict that  there are enough path rooms for the customers which are clean and have good ventilation 
8 I predict that the location of the federation branch is close to the housing area
9 I predict that there is a special library for the activity in the branch
10 I predict that the continuous improvement and development for promoting the service
11 I predict that there are lightening units that suits the evening work in the branch
12 I predict that there are places for the deposits and personal items
13 I predict that there are special places for the waiting cars of the customers
14 I predict that there is a medical unit equipped with oxygen tube and tools of the first aids in the emergencies

The Second Axis: the Confidence and Reliability
15 I predict that there is an administrative qualified body for managing the federation branch
16 I predict that the audience will trust in the workers' skills

Agree to Do not
N The phrase Agree some extent agree
17 I predict that the service should be provided in the suitable time to fulfill the

needs and wishes of the different ages and classes of the customers 
18 I predict that  the administration will fulfill the promises during offering the service for the customer
19 I predict that  the administration is characterized with little mistakes

and provide the service correctly for the first time 
20 I predict that  there are truth and confidence in the workers and managers of the federation branch 
21 I predict that the work is characterized with coordination

and integration among the workers of the federation branch 
22 I predict that there are varied activities 
23 I predict that  there are efficient trainers, teachers, the rescuers and the qualified supervisors
24 I predict that there is a special period for getting acquainted with everything new
25 I predict that there is a special period for discussing the customers' special affairs
26 I predict that there are possibilities foe making championships in the federation branch

The third axis: the response 
27 I predict that the service is characterized with immediate response

for the needs of the public by the administration
28 I predict that the customers are informed with the date providing

the service and the modification that may happen
29 I predict that there is readiness for cooperation from the workers and the responsible persons of the service
30 I predict that the inquiry of the customers will be answered quickly
31 I predict that the customers' compliant will be investigated in the federation branch quickly
32 I predict that the service providers will have fast reactions in the emergencies
33 I predict that the continuous improvement and development are done

to promote the service in the federation branch
The Fourth Axis: Safety and  Reassurance 

34 I predict that there medical conditions in the federation branch
Agree to Do not

N The phrase Agree some extent agree
35 I predict that there is a sense of security and safety in practicing the activities and

receiving the service in the environment of the federation branch location
36 I predict that there is credibility in the data of the customers in the federation branch
37 I predict that there are signboards for the customers
38 I predict that the federation branch is characterized with safety in using its contents 
39 I predict that the administration is characterized with the good treatment with the customers
40 I predict that there is a good behavior in the service providers
41 I predict that there is security and safety in exchanging the special dues of the customers
42 I predict that there are experience, efficiency and skill in the service providers of the federation branch
43 I predict that there is an ambulance for transferring the injured persons in the emergencies

The Fifth Axis: Sympathy
44 I predict that the customer's interest is on the top of service providers interests 
45 I predict that the customers' needs are estimated 
46 I predict that  the administration will understand the customers'

circumstances, contact him and take interest in him personally
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47 I predict that all the customers are treated equally 
48 I predict that the administration is interested with the extent

of the time consistency of the customers' service
49 I predict that there are special periods for the special needs 
50 I predict that the administration will be in the side of the customer when there is a problem

The Customers' Perceptions of the Quality Level in the Real Offered Service in the Egyptian Federation Branch
The following phrases express about your feeling towards the extent of the existence of the Excellency features in the offered service from the federation branches.
Pleas, read every phrase alone and according to your experience as a practitioner of one of the activities in the federation branches show to what extent you think
that the federation branch has or has not the feature that the phrase describes in the real offered service through putting a check mark in the field that expresses
your opinion towards the feature that the phrase describes.

Agree to Do not
N The phrase Agree some extent agree

The first axis: the financial and tangible sides
1 the internal and external aspect of the branch are characterized attraction
2 the federation branch is characterized with modernity and technological tools, instruments and equipments
3 the appearance of the workers is good in the Egyptian federation branch for tennis table
4 the suitable qualified efficiencies  are existent
5 there are places for rest that are sufficient for  the frequent persons and the parents
6 there are enough and clean rooms that have good ventilation for waiting the customers
7 there are enough path rooms for the customers which are clean and have good ventilation 
8 the location of the federation branch is close to the housing area
9 there is a special library for the activity in the branch
10 the continuous improvement and development for promoting the service
11 there are lightening units that suits the evening work in the branch
12 There are places for the deposits and personal items
13 There are special places for the waiting cars of the customers
14 There is a medical unit equipped with oxygen tube and tools of the first aids in the emergencies

The Second Axis: the Confidence and Reliability
15 There is an administrative qualified body for managing the federation branch
16 the audience will trust in the workers' skills
17 the service should be provided in the suitable time to fulfill the needs and

wishes of the different ages and classes of the customers 
18  the administration will fulfill the promises during offering the service for the customer

Agree to Do not
N The phrase Agree some extent agree
19  the administration is characterized with little mistakes and provide the service correctly for the first time 
20  there are truth and confidence in the workers and managers of the federation branch 
21 the work is characterized with coordination and integration among the workers of the federation branch 
22 there are varied activities 
23  there are efficient trainers, teachers, the rescuers and the qualified supervisors
24 there is a special period for getting acquainted with everything new
25 there is a special period for discussing the customers' special affairs
26 there are possibilities foe making championships in the federation branch

The Third Axis: the Response 
27 the service is characterized with immediate response for the needs of the public by the administration
28 the customers are informed with the date providing the service and the modification that may happen
29 there is readiness for cooperation from the workers and the responsible persons of the service
30 the inquiry of the customers will be answered quickly
31 the customers' compliant will be investigated in the federation branch quickly
32 the service providers will have fast reactions in the emergencies
33 the continuous improvement and development are done to promote the service in the federation branch

The Fourth Axis: Safety and  Reassurance 
34 there medical conditions in the federation branch
35 there is a sense of security and safety in practicing the activities and receiving the

service in the environment of the federation branch location
36 there is credibility in the data of the customers in the federation branch
37 there are signboards for the customers
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Agree to Do not
N The phrase Agree some extent agree
38 the federation branch is characterized with safety in using its contents 
39 the administration is characterized with the good treatment with the customers
40 there is a good behavior in the service providers
41 there is security and safety in exchanging the special dues of the customers
42 there are experience, efficiency and skill in the service providers of the federation branch
43 there is an ambulance for transferring the injured persons in the emergencies

The Fifth Axis: Sympathy
44 the customer's interest is on the top of service providers interests 
45 the customers' needs are estimated 
46  the administration will understand the customers' circumstances,

contact him and take interest in him personally
47 all the customers are treated equally 
48 the administration is interested with the extent of the time consistency of the customers' service
49 there are special periods for the special needs 
50 the administration will be in the side of the customer when there is a problem
Many thanks for you 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the administrations perception of the customers'

Displaying and discussing the results of the first gap descriptions. The tangible financial sides were in the first
and its explanation which answer the first question order which indicate that the administration realizes what

Table 1 shows that there are differences in the the customers expect in the federation branches, but there
functions between the administration perceptions of the are some obstacles that prevent the achievement of
customers' predictions and  administration perceptions of quality. The researcher unveiled some of these things
the descriptions in the offered service where the value of which include importantly the financial possibilities, the
T)68.903). The function of the differences was for the technological means and the different instruments which
great average I.e. for the interest of the administration contribute in developing the federation. The results of the
perception of the customers' predictions of the service first question agreed with the study of [1, 3, 5-7]. 
with the value (194.275). This indicates to the existence of Displaying and discussing the results of the second
a negative gap between the administrations perception of gap and its explanation which answer the second
the customers' predictions and their perceptions of the question
special description in the offered service of the federation Table 2 shows that there are differences in the
branches. This shows that in spite of the existence the functions between the administration perceptions for the
administration perception of the customers' predictions, service and the realization of the level of the actual
these predictions were not put in limited and actual performance for the offered service in the Egyptian
descriptions of the service because of the restrictions federation branches for tennis table where the value T
which are related to the resources of the organization and (129.291).  The  function  differences  were  in favor  of
its inability to adopt the quality [2]. the  great  average  I.e.  for  the  interest  of  the customers'

The results refer to the absence of the match between

predictions and its perception to the real offered

Table 1: Gap 1 for total aims between the administration perceptions to the customer predictions and its perceptions to the special characteristics of the service
presented by the Egyptian federation for tennis table

The customer's Predictions The customers' perceptions The gap
---------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- -----------------------------------

Difference The value
The dimensions x Y x y of averages of  the T
The financial sides 52,475 15,424 31,475 18,324 21,00 14,593
Confidence and reliability 48,95 14,238 28,65 16,166 20,30 14,953
The response 26,375 9,507 19,00 9,057 7,38 13,147
The safety 38,175 13,562 29,25 11,524 8,93 12,819
The sympathy 28,3 9,435 18,25 9,437 10,05 13,391
The total 194,275 62.166 126.625 64.508 67.66 68.903
The value of T in the table = (1, 664) in the function level (0, 05)
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Table 2: Gap 2 the total aims between customers predictions to the excellent service and between their perceptions to the actual level of the service presented
by the branches of Egyptian federation for tennis table  at the federation

The gap
-------------------------------------
Difference of The value

The dimensions The customer's Predictions The customers' perceptions averages of  the T 
The financial sides 55,935 15,146 38,835 16,097 17,10 21,984
Confidence and reliability 53,765 10,133 32 14,587 21,76 23,134
The response 32,765 4,835 12,647 7,497 20,12 35,633
The safety 43,024 10,428 19,518 11,193 23,12 28,344
The sympathy 29,553 8,293 16,471 10,092 13,08 20,296
The total 215,042 48,835 119,471 59,466 95,18 129.291
The value of T in the timetable= (1,645) in the function (0.05) 

Fig. 1: The special faces of the model application

predictions in the offered service value (215.042). This customers' perceptions and the administration and their
indicates the existence of a negative gap between the perceptions of the real offered services in the federation.
customers' predictions of the service and their realization The model consists of a philosophy upon which the
of the level of the actual performance for the service. This model, the targets and the mechanisms of the model
shows that the dissatisfaction of the public and the application are based (Fig.1).
society of the offered service, prospects for compliant and
the bad impressions are great [2] and shows that all the The Philosophy of the Model: The philosophy of the
axes led to the absence of the match between the model is based on the necessity of working in changing
customers' predictions and their realization to the level of the prevailing organizational culture to the quality,
the actual performance and also indicates that their developing the financial resources of the federation, the
predictions are over their realization of the level of the necessity of studying the customers' needs and achieving
actual performance and leads to the dissatisfaction and the desires and predictions because they are the basic of
prospects pf compliant. the constitution success.

The first axis of the tangible financial sides was
in the first order and indicates that this shortcoming is The Target of the Philosophy: The model aims at
due   to   the   shortage   of   the  financial  possibilities deepening the concepts of client's satisfaction and
and the technological means and instruments. The results overcoming the problems and resolving them.
of this question agreed with previous studies [4, 6, 8]. 

The Proposed Depiction: The proposed model was the steps and the followed measures to bring about the
formulated in the light of the results of the measure of the targeted development. The following figure shows the
quality service and knowing the gaps between the special faces of the model application

The Proposed Mechanisms of the Model: They include
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